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Forget the dancing shoes, get the cricket shoes. 2020 at All Rounder Cricket marks a season where competition is hot in the cricket shoe market: New Balance have once again provided us with a sensational array of cricket boots to compete on slick Adidas cricket boots. All Rounder Cricket will also sell Gray Nicolls, Gunn and Moore cricket boots, Kookaburra Cricket Boots and
Asics cricket boots will again be top sellers. All Rounder Cricket is the official stockist of Adidas, New Balance, Kookaburra, Gray Nicolls, Puma, Gunn and Moore and Badba cricket boots. Here's a more in-depth look into some of the range we offer in the new season: the 2020 New Balance Cricket Boots 2019 New Balance CK4040 W3 Cricket Boots Specially designed for fast
bowling, this modern cricket shoe contains different levels of protection, providing cushion and support for the fast bowler's feet. Fast bowling action creates force, speed and speed, but they must be equipped with the right footwear to help absorb the impact from landing and explode in their delivery step. revlite middle washer and abzorb in the heel helps to cushion, protect and
support the foot during bowling. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: ABZORB REVLITE Midsole Midfoot Support Strap Soft Action Leather Upper Medial Post Recessed 11 Spike Configerationated Elastic Tongue Provides protection, support &amp; pillow under high impact. 2019 New Balance CK10 L3 Cricket Shoes Incredibly comfortable and
lightweight cricket shoe, endorsed by English captain Joe Root. New Balance have formed an epic batting and fielding cricket shoe. A 4mm heel on the swings means the cricketer's are lower to the ground, helping their game, whether they are looking to collect the ball when they are on the field, or looking to stifle the ball when on the abyss, New Balance CK10 L3 Cricket Boots
help increase balance and reaction time. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: Revlite Midsole. Synthetic upper. Elastic language. 4mm Fifth Fall for Balance &amp; Control. 11 spike configuration 2019 New Balance CK4030 W3 Cricket Shoes containing a 'Revlite' sole and an 'Abzorb' pillow in the heel and front foot to reduce fatigue. Whether you're in
deep or accumulating time on the ceasefire, the construction of this lightweight shoe will be comfortable and protected in the dirt during these long days. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: 11 Spike TPU plate aligns the foot for exceptional tow-off power 12 mm drop Internal support system providing additional stability Leather/msp upper Removable
Tip for superior tow 2019 Adidas Cricket Boots Fully supported by England International Bowlers James Anderson, Stuart Broad David Willey. Excellent lightweight shoes used by many professional and club players around the world. Here's some more information about each individual shoe: the 2019 Adidas AdiPower Vector Mid Bowling Cricket Shoes Shoe specially designed for
rigours and fast bowling requirements, adidas AdiPower Vector Mid Bowling Cricket Shoes was built to provide cushion and support when the fast bowler's land allows it to explode through vertically. Explosive speed and safety are extremely important for fast bowlers. Having that in mind, Adidas have built a boned heel that helps pass through the blindfold, as well as an outer strip
for extra support that allows you to focus on exploding the opposition batsman away. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: Bleached heels for better transition during the jumping phase and landing during the bowling movement EVA mid-sole with adiprene in heels for an extra cushion Mid cut Ankle height to improve fit i support External kaiš for
increased support TPU nadoplated material for lower weight, but retain the integrity of the middle foot 2019 Adidas Adipower Vector Cricket Shoes , Adidas Adipower Vector Cricket Shoes contains a combination of comfortable and protective materials for improved feel and safety. The passage through the train is made easier by the construction of the shoe throughout the base.
The heel, the new sole of the lowering of the weight and the centre sole cushion allow you to feel comfortable and safe on the ceasefire while increasing efficiency. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: Revolutionary New Sole; TPU material for reduced weight. EVA midsole with adiprene in the heel for an extra cushion. He's got his heels for a better
transition between the jumping and landing phase while bowling. Belt power midfoot strap to lock your foot in place for perfect fits and comfort. Sleek, easy and comfortable upper material for improved comfort and reduced weight. 2019 Adidas Adizero SL22 Boost Cricket Shoes Innovative cricket shoe designed with batting ergonomics, Adidas AdiZero SL22 Boost Cricket Shoes
su substantial lighter shoe boosting the short, sharp movements you're in the field desperate for that one hand pick up or return out in the middle looking to manouvre the ball around the wicket. Removing the tip allows this shoe to become much lighter, allowing you to have a scoreboard of the tipping, whether you need to go back into the downpour or run after the wicket. This
cricket shoe contains the following key features and feature: Combination of liquid language and soft upper for incredible comfort revolutionary TPU sole you require towing towing thighs with extremely sharp lifts at a significantly reduced weight Support in the key front area for rapid multi-directional movement, The cutouts in the middle of the foot and heel make you breathe the
viability and the cannibality of the scathing heel of the lawsuit i smooth the transition for your driving step Boost midsole for an incredible energy return was to take honey wickets for quick two or out on-field 2019 Adidas SL22 Full Spike II Cricket Boots Innovatively designed for a new generation of cricket. The explosive movements that the batsman will have to perform in different
formats have shifted the comforts of modern bating. Whatever form, the batsman needs to make quick, explosive moves to manoeuvre the ball around the pitch and the Adidas SL22 Full Spike II Cricket Boots were designed to help you do exactly that. The combination of comfortable, lightweight materials gives you a omekšavaju disanje i sub-ment, or i additional prism how to
help you to convert these rushing males u twos u center, or cover the ground how until the fruit you were not on the ground. This cricket-patio footwear has the following key characteristics and characteristics: Inlay: adiPRENE®-lineed insole disipates shockwaves shockwaves how stress on the joints and mead tissue of Midsole would be reduced: Compression-moulded EVA for
lightweight outsole cushions: Cricket-engineered, Full rubber Traxion® sole perfect for workouts for nete or hard pitches. TORSION® SYSTEM with CLIMACOOL® vents provides bridged midfoot support and forefoot flexibility Pro-Moderator medial and lateral support device prevents overpronation and supination Cricket-engineered, full-gum Traxion® outsole perfect for nets
training or hard pitches. Built on a runner's special rear to provide a superior fit Compression-moulded EVA for lightweight cushions 2019 Adidas Howzat Full Spike II Kricket Shoes Returning for 2019, Adidas Howzat Full Spike Cricket Boots contain an adiPRENE sole for improved shock absorption. Lightweight and protective materials provide comfort, protection and airiness to
ensure you feel comfortable throughout all these long days on the ground, whether you're on the fold to clear the boundary or on the outside trying to take this spectacular catch. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and feature: the adiPRENE sole brings comfort and shock absorption of the TPU sole to stability and towing on the much reduced weight Mesh and
synthetic upper for comfort, Lightweight and breathability Puma Cricket Shoes As worn and fully endorsed by New Zealand Wicket Keeper Batsman, Brendon McCullum and Indian icon Virat Kohli. Here's a tentative look at the new range we're currently stocking: the 2019 Puma Evospeed 18.1 Cricket Spike Shoes Innovative cricket shoe with an attractive look designed to be one
of the lightest shoes in cricket. A protective, lightweight materials allow cricketers to travel quickly across the field, whether it's for one hand to lift and throw out in depth, or turning for that sharp two that gives you an advantage on the pitch. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: EvoSPEED 18.1 Cricket Spike shoe is an extension of the existing
evoSPEED 18.1 Cricket range. The upper part is a sleek synthetic material, while stability and breathing are provided with fully fused mesh windows. The closing strap provides additional necessary stability. The anatomically engineered sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials to reduce weight and to maximise stability and reactivity for an aspiring cricketer
who is looking to make any of it. 2019 Puma Evospeed 18.1 Cricket Spike Shoes Innovative cricket shoe, which contains an attractive pink and blue shape designed with the requirements of fast bowling in mind. The combination of high-quality lightweight materials ensures that fast bowlers feel lightness when approaching the train, but also stable when the land is abundant,
enabling and maximizing the strong drive to the finish. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: EvoSPEED 18.1 Cricket Bowling Shoe is an extension of the existing evoSPEED 18.1 Cricket area. The upper part is a sleek synthetic material, while stability and breathing are provided with fully fused mesh windows. The closing strap provides additional
necessary stability. The anatomically engineered sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials to reduce weight and to maximise stability and reactivity for an aspiring cricketer who is looking to make any of it. 2019 Puma Evospeed 18.1 Cricket Spike Shoes Fade Innovative cricket shoe with an attractive look designed to be one of the lightest shoes in cricket. The
combination of protective, lightweight materials allows cricketers to travel quickly on the ground, whether it's one hand lifted and thrown out in depth, or it turns for that sharp two that gives you an edge on the pitch. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: EvoSPEED 18.1 Spike Cricket Shoes Fade Cricket Spike shoe is an extension of the existing
evoSPEED 18.1 Spike Cricket Shoes Fade Cricket range. The upper part is a sleek synthetic material, while stability and breathing are provided with fully fused mesh windows. The closing strap provides additional necessary stability. The anatomically engineered sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials to reduce weight and to maximise stability and
reactivity for an aspiring cricketer who is looking to make any of it. 2019 Puma Team Full Spike Cricket Shoe Extension Team Full Spike This ergonomically designed cricket shoe contains a sleek synthetic breathing material, as well as providing stability, allowing you to respond quickly wherever the ball can move. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features:
The Team Full Spike II Cricket Spike shoe is an extension of the existing Team Full Spike II Cricket range. The upper part is a sleek synthetic material, while stability and breathing are provided with fully fused mesh windows. The closing strap provides additional necessary stability. The anatomically engineered sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials to
reduce weight and to maximise stability and reactivity for an aspiring cricketer who is looking to make any of it. The 2016 Puma Evospeed 1.4 Bowling Cricket Shoes Upper has a sleek synthetic material, while stability and airiness are provided with completely confusing windows. The closing strap provides the necessary additional stability required for the bowler with the belt. The
anatomical engineering sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials for maximum weight and for maximum stability and reactivity for an aspiring player who strives to give all of it. A mixture of abrasions resistant to synthetic leather and respiratory tract. Rubber reinforcements on the ossifications. Rubber submissive plate with removable tip. TPU shank for medium
foot stability. EVA foam. 2016 Puma Evospeed 1.3 Spike Cricket Shoes The combination of synthetic leather in the front and super lightweight softening material ensures comfort, breathability and a fresh new look. With a minimalist support structure and a reinforced hat on the os, this shoe provides the necessary support and stamina. Anatomically constructed obsolescence
ensures stability and support and maximum stability and reactivity. A mixture of resistant synthetic leather and respiratory system. Rubber submissive plate with removable tip. TPU shank for medium foot stability. EVA foam Payntr X Cricket Boots Support and wear some of the best cricketers in the world, such as Mahendra Singh Dhoni and Darren Sammy, the Payntr brand has
grown from strength to strength since the start of 2017. An incredibly lightweight, functional cricket shoe that is designed for ergonomic cricket but feels as comfortable as a running shoe. Here are the current Payntr cricket shoes we offer: 2019 Payntr X Cricket Shoes Red/White/Blue (Available in Junior Sizes also) Combining lightweight features of running shoes and style
associated with a cricket shoe, Payntr X Shoes are brand new on the market! These cricket shoes are a feather light increasing speed and movement to make it much easier. Payntr X cricket shoe will really change your game. With the classic white signature color PAYNTR X provides built-in, breathing and light Reliable protection and durable endurance thanks to the unique arid
knitted knitted top, speed-tie lace and reinforced finger. Payntr X Cricket Shoes push the boundaries of the cricket shoe market, bring bespoke, professional design to all levels of cricketer and are available to buy at Discount Cricket Outlet today! Buy your Payntr X cricket shoe today so don't miss the most revolutionary cricket product of the year! We advise you to wear a normal
sports leguster with these shoes and order a size larger than usual as asics cricket boots Asics have supplied cricket footwear for quality cricketers around the world for many years and have the perfect name for their comfort and high quality boots due to the increasing use of the latest technologies. Here's a more in-depth look at the latest shoes for 2016: the 2016 Asics Gel
Advance 6 Cricket Shoes Speed and Flexibility on the cricket field Excellent cushion and flexibility designed for cricket batteries Primarily batting shoe, lightweight GEL-ADVANCE 6 combines a great cushion and flexibility for the cricket box. Rearfoot GEL Cushioning absorbs the shock on landing and allows a smooth transition from the foot landing to the middle. Lightweight solyte
midsole material offers a reinforced cushion, while the duoMax support system in the middle increases support and stability. Personal Heel Fit added collar memory foam to the heel to create a large personalized fit. Technical specification: Personal Heel Fit (PHF), Solyte 55 Lasting, DuoMax Support System, Rearfoot GEL Cushioning System, Solyte Midsole Material. Colour:
White/Black/Mcg. The 2016 Asics Gel 220 Not Out Cricket Shoes Gel-220 Not Out is a supporting all-round shoe designed to be able to take a fast bowling strain. Made on the Solyte Lasting 55 midsole for a sleek but stable platform feel, this shoe has Dynamic DuoMax to increase support and stability. The Gel-220 Not Out has a Trusstic mid-leg that provides greater bow support
and torsia stability, while the back leg and front gel unit soothes shock. The upper part was also using kangaroo leather to provide superior comfort. The 2016 Asics Gel Speed Menace Cricket Shoes Designed for bowlers, the new version, driven by GEL-SPEED MENACE, was designed for speed on the cricket field. The DuoMax material in the middle sole is a positioner that
increases support and stability for short sprints. With rearfoot and Forefoot GEL Cushioning, the shoe absorbs shock upon landing and bouncing, and makes it easy to move forward and side. Personal Heel Fit added collar memory foam to the heel to create a large personalized fit. The sole is reinforced with asics high abrasion resistance rubber to make it more durable. 2016
Asics Gel Gully 5 Cricket Shoes Gel-Gully 5's Versatile cricket shoe, which is used primarily for fights and fielding. The shoe was designed to offer a pillow and support while it is still lightweight. Built on the sole of SpEVA Lasting 55, this shoe also has PGuard, reinforced compounds attached to the front foot to provide greater durability and protection. The addition of PHF
technology provides a touch and friction-free fit. 2016 Asics Gel 100 Not Out Cricket Shoes California Slip Lasting For Stability and Comfort. The top is sealed around the canvas or EVA panel and directly attached to the centre sole. Rearfoot GEL® Cushioning Syste Attenuates shock during impact phase and allows a smooth transition to the middle. Removable spikes allow the
athlete to adjust the spike configuration and replace the load-bearing elements. Interchangeable sockliner EVA sockliner designed to form a foot that can be removed to accommodate medical orthotic. Kookaburra Cricket Shoes 2019 Kookaburra KCS 2000 Spike Cricket Shoe A slick, all white design combined with full foot protection, be it ankle, washer or heel. The amalgamation
of materials helps to provide endurance and comfort regardless of your role on the ground. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: Durable combination upper featuring Mesh, PU &amp; Latex providing superior comfort &amp; Durability Kookaburra 'kavez' technology offers key medium foot support Integrated padded tongue for better ease and fit
Athletic style 'Slip Last' for ease &amp; support Thermo-plastic heel Counter increased support Padded An & Heel Lightweight insole with heel and front support to wave reduce shocks Low Profile EVA Midsole providing super absorbency & comfort Spike Premium Outsole Cleats available separately separately 2019 Kookaburra KCS 2000 Fluro Spike Cricket Shoe A slick,
fluroscent design combined with protection throughout the foot, be it ankle, washer or heel. Amalgamation materials help ensure durability and comfort regardless of your role on the ground This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: Sustainable combination upper featuring Mesh, PU &amp; Latex offers superior ease &amp; durability Kookaburra 'kavez'
technology offers key medium foot support Integrated padded language for better ease and fit Athletic style 'Slip Last' for ease &amp; support Thermo-plastic heel Counter increases support Lined ankle &amp; heels lightweightsole with heels i front support for reducing shock wave shock Eva Midsole's niski profile provides superior shock absorbers & comforts Premium Spike
Outsole - Rubber Cleats available separately gray Nicolls Cricket boots Worn by top professional players such as English Test captain Alastair Cook, as well as Ed Joyce, William Porterfield and James Taylor. Designed and developed in conjunction with their current portfolio Gray Nicolls offers a complete range of footwear that performs at the highest level of the game. Here's a
more in-depth look at the 2019 shoes with GN: The 2019 Gray Nicolls GN Atomic Junior Cricket Shoes Designed to meet the demands of a junior/entry level cricketer, The Gray Nicolls Atomic Junior Cricket Shoe is a very lightweight, durable cricketer. Classic Grey Nicolls prospects give them a traditional look as well as comforting the foot during the operation This cricket shoe
contains the following key features and features: LEVEL - Club/Junior. Upper - high level OF PU upper. Powerbrace support elements: Switching creates mid-foot stability that relieves foot stress over long days on the ground. INTERNAL - lye profile of running shoes. OUTSOLE - Blown rubber provides easy comfort. 9 strategically placed kočs for exceptional towing. Ess torsion
midfoot section provides stability. 2016 Grey Nicolls Omega Pro Cricket Boots Upper INJEC Mesh Upper - Lightweight, Breathing Mesh Upper with Micro Injected Downpour to Support Foot. Dura-Tech-Toe - New hard supporting material against the dued, which is used on the finger compartments for protection and durability. Internal shock protection system PRO (I.P.S) - Smart
foam specially designed to absorb impact energy. Breathing, antimicrobial and can be. PROLAST - Built on runners that are the last, providing a superior fit. Outsole SPEEDBASE TPU Sole The newly injected TPU sole is lighter, thinner and stronger. SPEEDBASE technology creates a strong and stable functional basis for the explosive movements required in top-level cricket.
The innovative 8 Stud panel allows for a mix of soft and metal koni that correspond to the playing surface. The new configuration reduces weight while providing strong traction in key areas. THE SPEEDBASE PANEL provides greater stability and adhesion with secondary pullers that increase ground contact points. IGNITE EVA - A lighter responsive sole provides support and a
cushion at significantly reduced weight. The 2016 Grey Nicolls GN1000 Pro-Flexi Cricket Shoe is designed for top cricketers looking for an ultra lightweight shoe combined with extra stability to enhance performance. Selection of Ambassadors Gray Nicolls International in 2016. LEVEL - Test Match UPPER - Hybrid Weld Performance Upper - Lightweight, breathing upper with
micro injected downpour to support the foot. Powerframe Brace - Splint system that wraps around the middle of the foot section, providing side support for explosive movements. INTERNAL - I.P.S (Impact Protection System) PRO - Smart impact absorbing layer of foam that absorbs impact energy. Breathing, antimicrobial and can be. PROLAST - Built on runners that are the last,
providing a superior fit. XRX PENA FOOTBED - Advanced open cell, high impact foam footbed for maximum energy transfer and cushion through Strike. SOLE - Blown rubber provides easy comfort. 5 strategically placed kočs for exceptional towing. TPU torsion midfoot section provides stability. Rubber pups on their heels for reduced weight with extra grip and pillows. The 2016
Gray Nicolls GN500 Flexi Cricket Shoes Designed in Conjund by Gray Nicolls will all appear at the highest level of the game. Extremely lightweight shoe, supporting and durable with a running fitter and profile combined with additional stability elements to provide improved performance. LEVEL - Test/First Class UPPER - DuraLite Upper - Light breathing microfiber upper with
respiratory perforations and toggle supporting elements. Pro Brace Support - A splint system that wraps around the middle of the foot, providing a side line for explosive movements. INTERNAL - I.P.S (Impact Protection System) PRO - Smart impact absorbing layer of foam that absorbs shock energy - Respiratory, antimicrobial and light. PROLAST - Built on runners that are the
last, providing a superior fit. PREFORMED FOAM FOOTBED - Advanced closed cell foam footbed provides excellent cushion and comfort throughout the day. OUTSOLE - SPEEDBASE TPU OUTSOLE - The new injected TPU sole is lighter, thinner and stronger. SPEEDBASE technology creates a strong and stable functional basis for the explosive movements required in toplevel cricket. The 2016 Gray Nicolls Velocity Blue Spike Cricket Shoes Designed in conjunction with Gray Nicolls is the current portfolio of professionals, the footwear in their palette will all appear at the highest level of the game. Lightweight shoe used by Gray Nicolls professional player portfolio. Spike Velocity is a sleek lightweight shoe with a soles for cricket. He's supported by
James Taylor. LEVEL - Test/First Class UPPER - Breathable air meek upper in combination with high pu level. Strategic support elements - PU switches create stability of middle feet that turn off stress on the leg during long days on the ground. INSIDE - The comfortable profile of the runner's shoe ensures a modern look with a closer fit and exceptional performance. SOLE Blown rubber provides easy comfort. 9 strategy-positioned cocile for final towing. ESS toss the middle part of the foot in the middle sole ensures stability. Gunn and Moore Cricket Shoes worn by Englishman James Vince. High quality cricket footwear from a brand you can trust in the cricket world. Here's some more information about our current range: the 2019 Gunn and Moore
Icon Multi-Function Cricket Shoes Traditional Cricket Shoe with an innovative construction. A multifunctional cricket shoe designed with cricket requirements in mind, containing a combination of durable, lightweight and comfortable materials, this ergonomic cricket shoe is designed to reduce fatigue on such long days on the ground that it is a little easier. This cricket shoe contains
the following key features and feature: TRI-LAYER CUSHIONING - Level 1: Ergonomic cold press interchangeable leg bed. Level 2: Sheet EVA strobel is a nailed insole board. Level 3: compression with a lightweight EVA sole. Complete set of metal spikes and 8 durastuds (tires) included. 2019 Gunn and Moore Original Spike Cricket Shoes Innovative and attractive design on this
modern cricket shoe that ensures that your feet remain protected and comfortable throughout the day of the game. A triple layer of ups ups and downs combined with durable, lightweight materials that make you an excellent all-encompassing cricket shoe, making those long innings or spells a little lighter. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and feature: TRILAYER CUSHIONING - Level 1: Ergonomic cold press interchangeable leg bed. Level 2: Sheet EVA strobel is a nailed insole board. Level 3: compression with a lightweight EVA sole. Complete set of metal spikes and 8 durastuds (tires) included. 2019 Gunn and Moore Original Spike Junior Cricket Shoes Innovative and attractive design on this modern junior cricket shoe that
ensures that your feet remain protected and comfortable throughout the day of play. A triple layer of ups ups and downs combined with durable, lightweight materials that make you an excellent all-encompassing cricket shoe, making those long innings or spells a little lighter. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and feature: TRI-LAYER CUSHIONING - Level 1:
Ergonomic cold press interchangeable leg bed. Level 2: Sheet EVA strobel is a nailed insole board. Level 3: compression with a lightweight EVA sole. Complete set of metal spikes and 8 durastuds (tires) included. 2016 Gunn and Moore stage All-In-One Cricket Shoes Three Levels of Suporta and Control Inner Cradle TPR Heel protects sensitive heel area and safely locates foot,
Heel shapes The injection mould TPU outer midfoot shank holds cruelty through the nognog arch, reducing damage from the torsia of the foot, but reducing the magnificence of the foot is a projectual mold TPU sole for side support and durability , with strategically located huts and prose cones on the front legs That foot roll naturally ergonomic, niski profile, compression delayed
EVA midsole is light, with superior comfort and silencing Generous use of air mesh on the upper i language for excellent temperature control, ventilation and air circulation rubber sole, with a new multi cleat configuration for fantastical flu Sizes: 7 - 13 New Balance Shoes Teizme carries multi County i Test players worldwide. New Balance proudly wears and fully supports South
Africa's bowlers Dale Steyn and Morne Morkel. Here's a better look at each Shoes we have socks for the new season: New Balance CK10 Cricket Boots This boot is for modern cricket, which likes to be as fast and safe as possible around the pitch. It's the minimal cricket shoe that's the world first. This shoe gives the player incredible balance and control all the time the mid-sole is
ultra lightweight, while day-to-day on-field still gives great protection. It's a shoe that will give full control and feel to the player and at All Rounder we expect it to be a big hit. New Balance CK4050 Cricket Boots This shoe uses PhantomFit, which offers incredible light support with incredible fit and feel. AlsoREVlite offers great responsiveness and hard wearing material with an
incredible 30% reduced weight compared to other foams used with the same capacity. Lightweight midsole that offers extremely flexible light impact absorption. We expect a number of players to really enjoy the use of this shoe during the 2016 season. New Balance CK4030 Cricket Shoes This shoe is ideal for all round players, playing a key role in Batting, Bowling and
Fielding. REVlite supports you throughout the day and provides an ultra-easy pillow. With a leather upper, a custom fit where no lace is required and removable spikes for a superior ski lift this boot will be ideal for this player who looks to do everything in the game at the very highest level. Page 2 Forget your dancing shoes, bring your cricket shoes. 2020 at All Rounder Cricket
marks a season where competition is hot in the cricket shoe market: New Balance have once again provided us with a sensational array of cricket boots to compete on slick Adidas cricket boots. All Rounder Cricket will also sell Gray Nicolls, Gunn and Moore cricket boots, Kookaburra Cricket Boots and Asics cricket boots will again be top sellers. All Rounder Cricket is the official
stockist of Adidas, New Balance, Kookaburra, Gray Nicolls, Puma, Gunn and Moore and Badba cricket boots. Here's a more in-depth look into some of the range we offer in the new season: the 2020 New Balance Cricket Boots 2019 New Balance CK4040 W3 Cricket Boots Specially designed for fast bowling, this modern cricket shoe contains different levels of protection,
providing cushion and support for the fast bowler's feet. Fast bowling action creates force, speed and speed, but they must be equipped with the right footwear to help absorb the impact from landing and explode in their delivery step. revlite middle washer and abzorb in the heel helps to cushion, protect and support the foot during bowling. This cricket shoe contains the following
key features and features: ABZORB REVLITE Midsole Midfoot Support Strap Soft Action Leather Upper Medial Post Recessed 11 Spike Configeration Elasticated Provides protection, support and pillow under high influence. 2019 New Balance CK10 L3 Cricket Shoes Incredibly comfortable and lightweight cricket shoe, endorsed by English captain Joe Root. New Balance have
formed an epic batting and fielding cricket shoe. A 4mm heel on the swings means the cricketer's are lower to the ground, helping their game, whether they are looking to collect the ball when they are on the field, or looking to stifle the ball when on the abyss, New Balance CK10 L3 Cricket Boots help increase balance and reaction time. This cricket shoe contains the following key
features and features: Revlite Midsole. Synthetic upper. Elastic language. 4mm Fifth Fall for Balance &amp; Control. 11 spike configuration 2019 New Balance CK4030 W3 Cricket Shoes containing a 'Revlite' sole and an 'Abzorb' pillow in the heel and front foot to reduce fatigue. Whether you're in deep or accumulating time on the ceasefire, the construction of this lightweight shoe
will be comfortable and protected in the dirt during these long days. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: the 11 Spike TPU plate aligns the foot for exceptional towing and toe-off power 12 mm drop Internal support system providing additional stability Leather/SME upper Removable Tip for superb towing 2019 Adidas Cricket Boots Fully supported by
England International bowlers James Anderson, Stuart Broad and David Willey. Excellent lightweight shoes used by many professional and club players around the world. Here's some more information about each individual shoe: the 2019 Adidas AdiPower Vector Mid Bowling Cricket Shoes Shoe specially designed for rigours and fast bowling requirements, adidas AdiPower
Vector Mid Bowling Cricket Shoes was built to provide cushion and support when the fast bowler's land allows it to explode through vertically. Explosive speed and safety are extremely important for fast bowlers. Having that in mind, Adidas have built a boned heel that helps pass through the blindfold, as well as an outer strip for extra support that allows you to focus on exploding
the opposition batsman away. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: Slaughtered heel for better transition between the jumping phase and landing during the bowling movement EVA center sole with adiprene in heels for an extra mid cut ankle height for improved fit and support external strap for increased support TPU skinned material for lower weight,
A retain the integrity of the mid-foot 2019 Adidas Adipower Vector Cricket Shoes Independently of yourg bowling style, Adidas Adipower Vector Cricket Shoes contains a combination of comfortable and insuad materials for unimaginable sense and safety. The passage through the train is easier due to shoe throughout the poduding. The heel, the new sole of the lowering of the
weight and the centre sole cushion allow you to feel comfortable and safe on the ceasefire while increasing efficiency. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: Revolutionary New Sole; TPU material for reduced weight. EVA midsole with adiprene in the heel for an extra cushion. He's got his heels for a better transition between the jumping and landing
phase while bowling. Belt power midfoot strap to lock your foot in place for perfect fits and comfort. Sleek, easy and comfortable upper material for improved comfort and reduced weight. 2019 Adidas Adizero SL22 Boost Cricket Shoes Innovative cricket shoe designed with batting ergonomics, Adidas AdiZero SL22 Boost Cricket Shoes su substantial lighter shoe boosting the short,
sharp movements you're in the field desperate for that one hand pick up or return out in the middle looking to manouvre the ball around the wicket. Removing the tip allows this shoe to become much lighter, allowing you to have a scoreboard of the tipping, whether you need to go back into the downpour or run after the wicket. This cricket shoe contains the following key features
and feature: Combination of liquid language and soft upper for incredible comfort Revolutionary TPU sole gives you the necessary ski lift with ultra sharp towing thighs at a much reduced weight Support in the key front area for quick multi-directional movement, Mid-foot cutouts i heel to give you the lightness of the pinned heel , takode, gives a smooth transition to your running.
Stride Boost midsole for incredible energy yield either between wickets for a quick two or out on-field 2019 Adidas SL22 Full Spike II Cricket Shoes Innovatively designed for a new generation of cricketers. The explosive movements that the batsman will have to perform in different formats have shifted the comforts of modern bating. Whatever form, the batsman needs to make
quick, explosive moves to manoeuvre the ball around the pitch and the Adidas SL22 Full Spike II Cricket Boots were designed to help you do exactly that. The combination of comfortable, lightweight materials gives you a omekšavaju disanje i sub-ment, or i additional prism how to help you to convert these rushing males u twos u center, or cover the ground how until the fruit you
were not on the ground. This cricket-patio footwear has the following key characteristics and characteristics: Inlay: adiPRENE®-lineed insole disipates shockwaves shockwaves how stress on the joints and mead tissue of Midsole would be reduced: Compression-moulded EVA for lightweight outsole cushions: Cricket-engineered, Full rubber Traxion® sole perfect for workouts for
nete or hard pitches. Torsia® with CLIMACOOL® fans provides bridm support midfoot and frontal flexibility Pro-Moderator medial and side support device prevents overpronation and supination of Cricket-engineered, full-rubber Traxion® sole perfect for training for networks or hard pitches. Built on a runner's special rear to provide a superior fit Compression-moulded EVA for
lightweight cushions 2019 Adidas Howzat Full Spike II Kricket Shoes Returning for 2019, Adidas Howzat Full Spike Cricket Boots contain an adiPRENE sole for improved shock absorption. Lightweight and protective materials provide comfort, protection and airiness to ensure you feel comfortable throughout all these long days on the ground, whether you're on the fold to clear the
boundary or on the outside trying to take this spectacular catch. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and feature: the adiPRENE sole brings comfort and shock absorption of the TPU sole to stability and towing on the much reduced weight Mesh and synthetic upper for comfort, Lightweight and breathability Puma Cricket Shoes As worn and fully endorsed by New
Zealand Wicket Keeper Batsman, Brendon McCullum and Indian icon Virat Kohli. Here's a tentative look at the new range we're currently stocking: the 2019 Puma Evospeed 18.1 Cricket Spike Shoes Innovative cricket shoe with an attractive look designed to be one of the lightest shoes in cricket. The combination of protective, lightweight materials allows cricketers to travel

quickly on the ground, whether it's one hand lifted and thrown out in depth, or it turns for that sharp two that gives you an edge on the pitch. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: EvoSPEED 18.1 Cricket Spike shoe is an extension of the existing evoSPEED 18.1 Cricket range. The upper part is a sleek synthetic material, while stability and breathing
are provided with fully fused mesh windows. The closing strap provides additional necessary stability. The anatomically engineered sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials to reduce weight and to maximise stability and reactivity for an aspiring cricketer who is looking to make any of it. 2019 Puma Evospeed 18.1 Cricket Spike Shoes Innovative cricket shoe,
which contains an attractive pink and blue shape designed with the requirements of fast bowling in mind. The combination of high-quality lightweight materials ensures that fast bowlers feel lightness when approaching the train, but also stable when the land is abundant, enabling and maximizing the strong drive to the finish. This cricket shoe contains the following key features
and features: EvoSPEED 18.1 Cricket Bowling Shoe is an extension of the existing evoSPEED 18.1 Cricket area. In the upper part is a sleek synthetic material, while stability and are equipped with fully fused mesh windows. The closing strap provides additional necessary stability. The anatomically engineered sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials to
reduce weight and to maximise stability and reactivity for an aspiring cricketer who is looking to make any of it. 2019 Puma Evospeed 18.1 Cricket Spike Shoes Fade Innovative cricket shoe with an attractive look designed to be one of the lightest shoes in cricket. The combination of protective, lightweight materials allows cricketers to travel quickly on the ground, whether it's one
hand lifted and thrown out in depth, or it turns for that sharp two that gives you an edge on the pitch. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: EvoSPEED 18.1 Spike Cricket Shoes Fade Cricket Spike shoe is an extension of the existing evoSPEED 18.1 Spike Cricket Shoes Fade Cricket range. The upper part is a sleek synthetic material, while stability
and breathing are provided with fully fused mesh windows. The closing strap provides additional necessary stability. The anatomically engineered sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials to reduce weight and to maximise stability and reactivity for an aspiring cricketer who is looking to make any of it. The 2019 Puma Team Full Spike Cricket Shoe Extension
team Full Spike iI, this ergonomically designed cricket shoe contains a sleek synthetic material that allows breathing while also offering stability that allows you to respond quickly wherever the ball can move. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: The Team Full Spike II Cricket Spike shoe is an extension of the existing Team Full Spike II Cricket range.
The upper part is a sleek synthetic material, while stability and breathing are provided with fully fused mesh windows. The closing strap provides additional necessary stability. The anatomically engineered sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials to reduce weight and to maximise stability and reactivity for an aspiring cricketer who is looking to make any of it.
The 2016 Puma Evospeed 1.4 Bowling Cricket Shoes Upper has a sleek synthetic material, while stability and airiness are provided with completely confusing windows. The closing strap provides the necessary additional stability required for the bowler with the belt. The anatomical engineering sole provides stability and support, using high-tech materials for maximum weight and
for maximum stability and reactivity for an aspiring player who strives to give all of it. A mixture of abrasions resistant to synthetic leather and respiratory tract. Rubber reinforcements on the ossifications. Rubber submissive plate with removable tip. TPU shank for medium foot stability. EVA foam. 2016 Puma 1.3 Spike Cricket Boots The combination of synthetic leather in the front
and super lightweight mesh material provides comfort, breathability and a fresh new look. With a minimalist support structure and a reinforced hat on the os, this shoe provides the necessary support and stamina. Anatomically constructed obsolescence ensures stability and support and maximum stability and reactivity. A mixture of resistant synthetic leather and respiratory
system. Rubber submissive plate with removable tip. TPU shank for medium foot stability. EVA foam Payntr X Cricket Boots Support and wear some of the best cricketers in the world, such as Mahendra Singh Dhoni and Darren Sammy, the Payntr brand has grown from strength to strength since the start of 2017. An incredibly lightweight, functional cricket shoe that is designed for
ergonomic cricket but feels as comfortable as a running shoe. Here are the current Payntr cricket shoes we offer: 2019 Payntr X Cricket Shoes Red/White/Blue (Available in Junior Sizes also) Combining lightweight features of running shoes and style associated with a cricket shoe, Payntr X Shoes are brand new on the market! These cricket shoes are a feather light increasing
speed and movement to make it much easier. Payntr X cricket shoe will really change your game. With the classic all-white signature color PAYNTR X provides built-in, breathable and easy comfort, reliable protection and durable durability thanks to the unique bald knitted top, speed-tie lace and reinforced thumb. Payntr X Cricket Shoes push the boundaries of the cricket shoe
market, bring bespoke, professional design to all levels of cricketer and are available to buy at Discount Cricket Outlet today! Buy your Payntr X cricket shoe today so don't miss the most revolutionary cricket product of the year! We advise you to wear a normal sports leguster with these shoes and order a size larger than usual as asics cricket boots Asics have supplied cricket
footwear for quality cricketers around the world for many years and have the perfect name for their comfort and high quality boots due to the increasing use of the latest technologies. Here's a more in-depth look at the latest shoes for 2016: the 2016 Asics Gel Advance 6 Cricket Shoes Speed and Flexibility on the cricket field Excellent cushion and flexibility designed for cricket
batteries Primarily batting shoe, lightweight GEL-ADVANCE 6 combines a great cushion and flexibility for the cricket box. Rearfoot GEL Cushioning absorbs the shock on landing and allows a smooth transition from the foot landing to the middle. Lightweight solyte midsole material offers a reinforced cushion, while the duoMax support system in the middle increases support and
stability. Personal Heel Fit Added Collar memory foam in the heel to create a large customized fit. Technical specification: Personal Heel Fit (PHF), Solyte 55 Lasting, DuoMax Support System, Rearfoot GEL Cushioning System, Solyte Midsole Material. Colour: White/Black/Mcg. The 2016 Asics Gel 220 Not Out Cricket Shoes Gel-220 Not Out is a supporting all-round shoe
designed to be able to take a fast bowling strain. Made on the Solyte Lasting 55 midsole for a sleek but stable platform feel, this shoe has Dynamic DuoMax to increase support and stability. The Gel-220 Not Out has a Trusstic mid-leg that provides greater bow support and torsia stability, while the back leg and front gel unit soothes shock. The upper part was also using kangaroo
leather to provide superior comfort. The 2016 Asics Gel Speed Menace Cricket Shoes Designed for bowlers, the new version, driven by GEL-SPEED MENACE, was designed for speed on the cricket field. The DuoMax material in the middle sole is a positioner that increases support and stability for short sprints. With rearfoot and Forefoot GEL Cushioning, the shoe absorbs shock
upon landing and bouncing, and makes it easy to move forward and side. Personal Heel Fit added collar memory foam to the heel to create a large personalized fit. The sole is reinforced with asics high abrasion resistance rubber to make it more durable. The 2016 Asics Gel Gully 5 Cricket Shoes Gel-Gully 5 is a versatile cricket shoe that is used primarily for fights and fielding.
The shoe was designed to offer a pillow and support while it is still lightweight. Built on the sole of SpEVA Lasting 55, this shoe also has PGuard, reinforced compounds attached to the front foot to provide greater durability and protection. The addition of PHF technology provides a touch and friction-free fit. 2016 Asics Gel 100 Not Out Cricket Shoes California Slip Lasting For
Stability and Comfort. The top is sealed around the canvas or EVA panel and directly attached to the centre sole. Rearfoot GEL® Cushioning Syste Attenuates shock during impact phase and allows a smooth transition to the middle. Removable spikes allow the athlete to adjust the spike configuration and replace the load-bearing elements. Interchangeable sockliner EVA sockliner
designed to form a foot that can be removed to accommodate medical orthotic. Kookaburra Cricket Shoes 2019 Kookaburra KCS 2000 Spike Cricket Shoe A slick, all white design combined with full foot protection, be it ankle, washer or heel. The amalgamation of materials helps to provide endurance and comfort regardless of your role on the ground. This cricket shoe contains
the following key features and features: Durable combination upper featuring Mesh, PU &amp; Latex provides superior comfort &amp; durability Kookaburra 'cage' technology offers essential medium leg support Integrated padded tongue for improved and fit Athletic style 'Slip Last' for comfort &amp; support Thermo-plastic heel Counter increases support padded ankle &amp;
Heel Lightweight Cartridge with heel and front support to reduce shock waves Low profile EVA Midsole provides superior shock absorption &amp; comfort Premium Spike Outsole - Gumeni Cleats available separately 2019 Kookaburra KCS 2000 Fluro Spike Cricket Shoe A slick, fluroscent design combined with protection through the whole foot, It was that it was an ankle, a
weasel and a heel. Amalgamation of materials helps ensure durability and comfort regardless of your on-field role This cricket shoe contains the following key features and features: Durable combination upper featuring Mesh, PU &amp; Latex provides superior comfort &amp; durability Kookaburra 'cage' technology offers essential medium leg support Integrated padded tongue for
improved comfort and fit Athletic style 'Slip Last' for comfort &amp; support Thermo-Plastic Heel tells Countercava podrsidded ankles &amp; Heel Lightweight insole with heels and front support how to bring down the shockwaves of Eva Midsole's low profile providing superior shock absorber shock absorber & comfort Premium Spike Outsole - Rubber cleats available private Gray
Nicolls Cricket Shoes Wears top professionals such as Test Captain Alastair Cook, I Ed Joyce, William Porterfield and James Taylor. Gray Nicolls is designed and developed in conjunction with their current portfolio of professionals, Gray Nicolls offers a complete range of footwear that performs at the highest level of the game. Here's a more in-depth look at the 2019 shoes with
GN: The 2019 Gray Nicolls GN Atomic Junior Cricket Shoes Designed to meet the demands of a junior/entry level cricketer, The Gray Nicolls Atomic Junior Cricket Shoe is a very lightweight, durable cricketer. Classic Grey Nicolls prospects give them a traditional look as well as comforting the foot during the operation This cricket shoe contains the following key features and
features: LEVEL - Club/Junior. Upper - high level OF PU upper. Powerbrace support elements: Switching creates mid-foot stability that relieves foot stress over long days on the ground. INTERNAL - lye profile of running shoes. OUTSOLE - Blown rubber provides easy comfort. 9 strategically placed kočs for exceptional towing. Ess torsion midfoot section provides stability. 2016
Grey Nicolls Omega Pro Cricket Boots Upper INJEC Mesh Upper - Lightweight, Breathing Mesh Upper with Micro Injected Downpour to Support Foot. Dura-Tech-Toe - New hard supporting material against the dued, which is used on the finger compartments for protection and durability. Internal shock protection system PRO (I.P.S) - Smart foam specially designed to absorb
impact energy. Breathing, antimicrobial and can be. PROLAST - Built on runners that are the last, providing a superior fit. Outsole SPEEDBASE TPU Plata The newly injected TPU sole is and stronger. SPEEDBASE technology creates a strong and stable functional basis for the explosive movements required in top-level cricket. The innovative 8 Stud panel allows for a mix of soft
and metal koni that correspond to the playing surface. The new configuration reduces weight while providing strong traction in key areas. THE SPEEDBASE PANEL provides greater stability and adhesion with secondary pullers that increase ground contact points. IGNITE EVA - A lighter responsive sole provides support and a cushion at significantly reduced weight. The 2016
Grey Nicolls GN1000 Pro-Flexi Cricket Shoe is designed for top cricketers looking for an ultra lightweight shoe combined with extra stability to enhance performance. Selection of Ambassadors Gray Nicolls International in 2016. LEVEL - Test Match UPPER - Hybrid Weld Performance Upper - Lightweight, breathing upper with micro injected downpour to support the foot.
Powerframe Brace - Splint system that wraps around the middle of the foot section, providing side support for explosive movements. INTERNAL - I.P.S (Impact Protection System) PRO - Smart impact absorbing layer of foam that absorbs impact energy. Breathing, antimicrobial and can be. PROLAST - Built on runners that are the last, providing a superior fit. XRX PENA
FOOTBED - Advanced open cell, high impact foam footbed to maximise energy transfer and cushion through foot strokes. SOLE - Blown rubber provides easy comfort. 5 strategically placed kočs for exceptional towing. TPU torsion midfoot section provides stability. Rubber pups on their heels for reduced weight with extra grip and pillows. The 2016 Gray Nicolls GN500 Flexi
Cricket Shoes Designed in Conjund by Gray Nicolls will all appear at the highest level of the game. Extremely lightweight shoe, supporting and durable with a running fitter and profile combined with additional stability elements to provide improved performance. LEVEL - Test/First Class UPPER - DuraLite Upper - Light breathing microfiber upper with respiratory perforations and
toggle supporting elements. Pro Brace Support - A splint system that wraps around the middle of the foot, providing a side line for explosive movements. INTERNAL - I.P.S (Impact Protection System) PRO - Smart impact absorbing layer of foam that absorbs shock energy - Respiratory, antimicrobial and light. PROLAST - Built on runners that are the last, providing a superior fit.
PREFORMED FOAM FOOTBED - Advanced closed cell foam footbed provides excellent cushion and comfort throughout the day. OUTSOLE - SPEEDBASE TPU OUTSOLE - The new injected TPU sole is lighter, thinner and stronger. SPEEDBASE technology creates a strong and stable functional basis for explosive movements required at the top level The 2016 Gray Nicolls
Velocity Blue Spike Cricket Shoes Designed in conjunction with Gray Nicolls is the current portfolio of professionals, the footwear in their palette will all appear at the highest level of the game. Lightweight shoe used by Gray Nicolls professional player portfolio. Spike Velocity is a sleek lightweight shoe with a soles for cricket. He's supported by James Taylor. LEVEL - Test/First
Class UPPER - Breathable air meek upper in combination with high pu level. Strategic support elements - PU switches create stability of middle feet that turn off stress on the leg during long days on the ground. INSIDE - The comfortable profile of the runner's shoe ensures a modern look with a closer fit and exceptional performance. SOLE - Blown rubber provides easy comfort. 9
strategy-positioned cocile for final towing. ESS toss the middle part of the foot in the middle sole ensures stability. Gunn and Moore Cricket Shoes worn by Englishman James Vince. High quality cricket footwear from a brand you can trust in the cricket world. Here's some more information about our current range: the 2019 Gunn and Moore Icon Multi-Function Cricket Shoes
Traditional Cricket Shoe with an innovative construction. A multifunctional cricket shoe designed with cricket in mind that contains a combination of durable, lightweight and comfortable materials, this ergonomic cricket shoe is designed to reduce foot fatigue, making these long days on the field that little easier. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and feature: TRILAYER CUSHIONING - Level 1: Ergonomic cold press interchangeable leg bed. Level 2: Sheet EVA strobel is a nailed insole board. Level 3: compression with a lightweight EVA sole. Complete set of metal spikes and 8 durastuds (tires) included. 2019 Gunn and Moore Original Spike Cricket Shoes Innovative and attractive design on this modern cricket shoe that ensures that
your feet remain protected and comfortable throughout the day of the game. A triple layer of ups ups and downs combined with durable, lightweight materials that make you an excellent all-encompassing cricket shoe, making those long innings or spells a little lighter. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and feature: TRI-LAYER CUSHIONING - Level 1: Ergonomic
cold press interchangeable leg bed. Level 2: Sheet EVA strobel is a nailed insole board. Level 3: compression with a lightweight EVA sole. Complete set of metal spikes and 8 durastuds (tires) included. 2019 Gunn and Moore Original Spike Junior Cricket Shoes Innovative and attractive design on this modern junior cricket shoe that ensures that your feet remain protected and
comfortable throughout the day of play. Triple layer of upcoar combined with durable, lightweight materials that give you an excellent all-encompassing cricket shoe, making these long innings That's a little easier to spell. This cricket shoe contains the following key features and feature: TRI-LAYER CUSHIONING - Level 1: Ergonomic cold press interchangeable leg bed. Level 2:
Sheet EVA strobel is a nailed insole board. Level 3: compression with a lightweight EVA sole. Complete set of metal spikes and 8 durastuds (tires) included. 2016 Gunn and Moore stage All-In-One Cricket Shoes Three Levels of Suporta and Control Inner Cradle TPR Heel protects sensitive heel area and safely locates foot, Heel shapes The injection mould TPU outer midfoot
shank holds cruelty through the nognog arch, reducing damage from the torsia of the foot, but reducing the magnificence of the foot is a projectual mold TPU sole for side support and durability , with strategically located huts and prose cones on the front legs That foot roll naturally ergonomic, niski profile, compression delayed EVA midsole is light, with superior comfort and
silencing Generous use of air mesh on the upper i language for excellent temperature control, ventilation and air circulation rubber sole, with a new multi cleat configuration for fantastical flu Sizes: 7 - 13 New Balance Shoes Teizme carries multi County i Test players worldwide. New Balance proudly wears and fully supports South Africa's bowlers Dale Steyn and Morne Morkel.
Here's a better look at each of the shoes we've stocking for the new season: New Balance CK10 Cricket Boots This boot is for a modern-day cricketer who likes to get around the field as fast and secure as possible. It's the minimal cricket shoe that's the world first. This shoe gives the player incredible balance and control all the time the mid-sole is ultra lightweight, while day-today on-field still gives great protection. It's a shoe that will give full control and feel to the player and at All Rounder we expect it to be a big hit. New Balance CK4050 Cricket Boots This shoe uses PhantomFit, which offers incredible light support with incredible fit and feel. AlsoREVlite offers great responsiveness and hard wearing material with an incredible 30% reduced weight
compared to other foams used with the same capacity. Lightweight midsole that offers extremely flexible light impact absorption. We expect a number of players to really enjoy the use of this shoe during the 2016 season. New Balance CK4030 Cricket Shoes This shoe is ideal for all round players, playing a key role in Batting, Bowling and Fielding. REVlite supports you throughout
the day and provides an ultra-easy pillow. With a leather upper, a custom fit where no lace is required and removable spikes for a superior ski lift this boot will be ideal for this player who looks to do everything in the game at the very highest level. Level.
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